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A high-performance IT infrastructure is
crucial for printeria, an online service and
one of the best known and largest online
print portals offering posters, photobooks,
and photo gifts. End users take it for granted
that they can always upload their photo data
quickly and reliably – even at peak times.
And the service provider must be able to
transfer the large data volumes just as safely
and reliably from its server to the servers on
infowerk’s premises.

Since their start-up in 2994, infowerk has
been relying on noris network. Their Web
site including its online shop applications
and the storage solution are all hosted in
the highly secure noris network data centre.
Spanning across Germany, noris network’s
high-performance backbone takes over the
enormous data volumes of the customers’
orders; a direct 100 Mbit/s link to infowerk’s
data centre complements the end-to-end
workflow.

infowerk has found a reliable und
flexible partner in noris network for
smooth and efficient technical operation of servers and the infrastructure.
Link-up, capacities, backups, internet
security: All IT requirements are met
in a technically reliable and economic
manner today – and will also do so with
growing volumes in future. infowerk can
fully focus on their core competencies
for their printeria operations.

Terabytes of Photo Uploads:
The Utmost in Availability
and Data Security

“From the start-up of printeria, noris network has proven that they can guarantee
smooth Web server, Internet link, and data storage operations in a flexible way. Be it
for data traffic peaks such as on holidays or for capacity increases needed in growth
phases: noris network can meet all our requirements in an economic and technically
reliable way”, states Winfried Gaber, chairman of the board of infowerk ag and
managing director of printeria.

Partners with clear responsibilities
In infowerk‘s system operations, the formula for success
is that the company‘s IT specialists focus on developing and servicing the content of the printeria online
shop and the stand-alone software for end users. Their
colleagues from noris network attend to the systems
operations that go beyond that. Dedicated contact
persons with clear responsibilities allow for cooperation
in partnership and efficient systems operation of the
overall solution in noris network‘s data centre.

Maximum security for personal photos
The uploaded customers‘s photos are in essence personal
documents requiring a maximum of data protection.
These are kept safe in the highly secure data centres
certified by the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority
(BaFin) according to articles 44 and 25 of the German
banking act (KWG). noris network is certified for consistent implementation of IT safety precautions according to
ISO/IEC 27001:2005. As a whole, the company is secured
against potential hazards – both on the physical level
and against Internet-borne threats.

Geared to growth
Generously sized storage capacity and the redundantly
designed noris network MPLS backbone both guarantee

high availability and performance levels of the service
offered to printeria‘s customers. To this end, noris network
monitors every single component as well as the solution
as a whole. For example, the outsourcing partner quantifies and evaluates times for allocating additional capacities flexibly for the short term and for expanding resources. infowerk stands to enjoy the benefit of an outsourcing
partner not only putting the agreed high service levels
into practice convincingly but also acting as a reliable
partner in printeria‘s continuous improvement process.

Data & facts
Working together: since printeria’s start-up in 2004
The printeria online shop: server provisioning and

maintenance as well as Internet link-up, storage/backup
and managed security of these servers in the noris
network data centre.
Access by printeria: direct 100 Mbit/s link to the data
centre for data transfer to infowerk’s data centre with
LAN speed
Maximum data security: IT outsourcing according to
the ITIL standard, security scheme according to ISO/IEC
27001:2005, operations audited by BaFin according to
KWG articles 44 and 25

infowerk ag
infowerk ag provides services and applications for all the needs of media production in print and online publishing. Working together, their tree business units, advertising, software, and
print, realise end-to-end processes and projects. Seamless links across a range of different interfaces help enable global, Web based publication of diverse media. With 100 per cent vertical
integration, infowerk offers full services from a single source under a single roof. This makes the company an all-included service provider offering an agency portfolio, software solutions,
and individual digital printing. The range extends from media data bases to Web-to-print though to the print Web portal “Web Wide Publisher” developed in-house. The Nuremberg based
company has been pioneering the use of innovative technologies since 1977. Today, infowerk is a leader on the digital media production market. In 2008, the full-range supplier employed a
staff of more than 200 and generated a sales total of around 20.5m Euro.
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Nuremberg-based noris network AG offers enterprise customers tailor-made ICT solutions in the areas of IT outsourcing, cloud services and network & security. Technological basis of these
services is a powerful IT infrastructure that relies on noris network‘s own high-performance backbone and multiple high-security data centers. noris network AG is fully certified according to
ISO/IEC 27001 and ISO/IEC 20000 and has a BSI certification for its own data centers. The data centers have been awarded the maximum rating of five stars in the eco Datacenter Star Audit
conducted by eco (Association of the German Internet Industry).

